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SHOWROOM: TM-4705 

 
TECH LIGHTING TO DEBUT ITS LATEST MODERN DESIGNS 

 
Skokie, Ill., January 16, 2018—Tech Lighting, a leader in sophisticated, modern style combined with the latest 
advancements in precision engineering, will debut its newest designs during Dallas Lightovation, held January 17-21, at 
the Dallas Market Center’s Trade Mart, 2100 Stemmons Freeway, showroom TM-4705. 

Below is an example of new Tech Lighting products to debut at Lightovation: 

 

Tech Lighting Image Product Description 

 
 

Glass spherical orbs of light are artistically clustered 
below and above this modern Viaggio linear suspension 
from Tech Lighting to create a sense of celestial travel 
within a room. Two finish options are either a sleek black 
body contrasted against solid Brass arms with white glass 
globes or polished nickel arms with mirrored smoke glass 
globes (shown). Either will create a comfortable, glare-
free wash of illumination onto the surface below.  The 
Viaggio linear is 56” long X 26” wide and 26” tall. The 
collection also includes a chandelier, flush mount and 
wall sconce. 
 

 

 

-more- 
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Tech Lighting Image Product Description 
 

 
 

The Aeon linear suspension by Tech Lighting is a dynamic 
mid-century modern interpretation of tree branches that 
creates a playful motif in any space. With integrated LED 
modules, elongated arms feature direct and indirect light 
for a dramatic sculptural look in residential or commercial 
linear lighting applications. This linear work of art scales 
18” in height and 48” in width. There are two finishes to 
choose from—either a Matte Black (shown) or Matte 
White. This collection also has two complementary 
chandeliers (see one, below), two flush mounts and a wall 
sconce. 

 

 
 

The six-light Aeon Grande chandelier from Tech Lighting 
had dynamic geometry that creates a playful modern 
interpretation of tree branches. Elongated arms feature 
direct and indirect light, and each can be pivoted up or 
down for dramatic sculptural looks and lighting effects.  

 

 
 

The Hex pendant by Tech Lighting is designed around the 
geometry of a pentagonal cube. Integrated LED light 
streams through this honeycomb shape to create organic 
depth and artfully interesting shadow effects. Two sizes—
a 36” in diameter by 27.7” high and a 24” in diameter by 
18.6” high—address scale in spaces that demand larger 
lighting solutions. Available in a Matte White (shown) or 
Matte Black finish. 

 

-more- 
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Tech Lighting Product Image Product Description 
 

 
 

The Hex chandelier by Tech Lighting is shown in this 
restaurant. 

 

 
 

The modern, tapered cylinder design of the Evo low-
voltage pendant by Tech Lighting is defined by carefully 
sculpted metal fins that add depth and shadow within.  
Available in LED, Evo is offered in three finishes: Satin 
Nickel (shown), Chrome or Antique Bronze. Its 
dimensions are 3.2” in diameter and 11” high. 

 

 
 

The Quatnik line-voltage pendant by Tech Lighting is a 
modern, high-tech revision of the popular urban loft 
exposed (LED) bulb aesthetic. Four geometrically 
balanced arms distinguish the striking pendant fixture. 
Available in either Aged Brass (shown) or Satin Nickel 
finishes, Quatnik can be ordered independently or with 
one of three transparent glass shade options: Duomo, 
Cuneo or Palla.  

 

-more- 
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Tech Lighting Product Image Product Description 

 
 

As an example of the kind of glass shade that can be 
ordered with the Quatnik pendant, shown is the Duomo 
from Tech Lighting. Simply elegant, this perfectly crafted 
clear or smoked (shown) glass dome is hand-blown in 
Italy. Combined with this pendant, the lighting fixture 
creates a truly futuristic, high-tech aesthetic. 

 

Offered in four distinctive designs, the Sopra ceiling flush 
mount by Tech Lighting is illuminated by a downward 
firing LED hidden within the minimalist socket and 
canopy. Shade options include a solid laser etched crystal 
cylinder, an elegant Mina laser etched crystal sphere, a 
facetted, diamond-like crystal (shown), and a simple, 
minimally detailed metal optic ring. 

 

 
 
 

The metal globes on this Oko three-light bath bar from 
Tech Lighting contain integrated LED modules for up and 
down illumination through acrylic lenses in this modern 
take on the Hollywood vanity light. Available in trending 
Aged Brass (shown) or Satin Nickel, the Oko family also 
includes a one-light wall sconce and a four-light vanity. 
This three-light vanity is 4.5” high, 18” wide, and extends 
5.9”. 

 
 

Exemplifying the warm gold tone finish trend, the three-
light Oko wall sconce and bath bar from Tech Lighting is 
shown in this bath with coordinating mirrors and faucets. 

 

-more- 
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Tech Lighting Product Image Product Description 

 
 

The Ash outdoor pendant by Tech Lighting is a modern 
take on the classic industrial style light fixture. It features 
a sleek metal shade and a diffuser either in a choice of a 
clear acrylic cylinder or small frosted dome. For added 
convenience, the diffuser is removable to limit uplight for 
Dark Sky compliance. Ash features energy-efficient, fully 
dimmable integrated LED lamping. Available in four 
finishes: Black, Bronze (shown), Silver or Charcoal, and 
rated for coastal environments. 

 
About Tech Lighting  
Known for its sophisticated, modern designs combined with the latest advancements in lighting technology and expert 
craftsmanship, Tech Lighting offers a wide variety of product categories such as specification-grade downlights, low-voltage and line-
voltage heads and pendants, architectural-grade outdoor lighting, wall sconces, ceiling fixtures, flush mounts, suspension pieces, 
bath bars, and LED undercabinet, display and cove lighting. Tech Lighting has been a premier choice of architects, specifiers, lighting 
designers, interior designers and homeowners since 1988. Tech Lighting’s products can be found in lighting retailers and through 
sales representatives across North America. For detailed product information, visit www.techlighting.com or  
www.element-lighting.com, and for news, product introductions and application ideas, go to www.facebook.com/techlighting, 
www.pinterest.com/techlighting, www.twitter.com/techlighting and www.houzz.com/pro/techlighting. 
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